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RSM and the recruitment sector

An introduction to RSM
Here at RSM, we really get the recruitment sector.
We offer specialist services to recruitment businesses
of all sizes. We have built up an understanding of their
particular needs over many years working with the sector.
We appreciate that companies operating in the
recruitment market need advisers to fully understand the
sector. Through their specialist commercial knowledge,
our recruitment sector team can deliver real value to
enable our clients’ businesses to thrive.
Our services
We provide tailored solutions to the challenges that our
clients face, including:

• web-based, back office solutions, such as InTime our
leading pay and bill software specifically designed
for the recruitment sector to streamline back office
processing; and our pay and bill outsourced service
powered by InTime;

• outsourcing for payroll and billing and accounting,

Why RSM?
Our clients tell us they value working with us due to the
expertise we bring, together with our personal approach.
We pride ourselves on our commitment to our clients.
To achieve continuity, we dedicate time embedding our
team with our clients, so they can work as an extension
of their in-house function.
RSM offers access to wide base of corporate advisers,
from corporate finance to talent management within one
firm. This means we can draw on a specialist adviser, in the
UK or globally, within very short time frames to meet the
demands of your challenging marketplace.
We thrive on the challenge of working this fast evolving
sector and look forward to discussing any needs you
may have.
Neil Thomas, Partner
Head of Recruitment Sector

including PAYE advice and services:

• cloud HR software: People Manager
• international expansion advice and connectivity to an
advice network;

• corporate finance advice on buying and selling your

business, including preparing for and achieving an exit;

• debt, invoice and private equity finance;
• business structuring and general tax planning, for
example best use of company and limited liability
partnership hybrid structures;

• dealing with changing HMRC legislation;
• attracting, recruiting and incentivising talent, for

example share ownership and share options advice;

A dedicated team that works as an
extension of your own in-house team
Sector expertise combined with
tailored, partner-led service
Full spectrum of specialist advice
from corporate finance to digital
and IT strategic advice
UK and global capability to match your
organisations current future needs

• audit and tax services;
• digital and IT strategy services to help recruitment

firms to identify opportunities to better deploy
technology to streamline business operations and allow
for real-time, data-driven decision making; and

• help select the right accounting, enterprise resource

planning (ERP) or Customer relationship management
(CRM) software for your business;

Flexible service to meet the short time
frames of this fast-paced industry
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Diversity
RSM
in theand
UK
inclusion at RSM

33

locations

RSM strives to be a fully inclusive
employer. That’s not just words.
Inclusion is an essential part of
our people strategy.

3,650

We are voluntarily reporting
our ethnicity pay gap reporting,
alongside our statutory gender
pay gap reporting.

370

• See RSM’s diversity report

people

partners

>£356m
fee income

RSM is proud to be APSCo
Trusted partner.
To achieve this status a robust
assessment of the quality of our
service provision was undertaken,
demonstrating our commitment
to providing specialist support to
the recruitment sector.
Our experts regularly attend and
speak at APSCo events.

RSM and the recruitment sector

Global aspiration?
Our international connectivity
Global presence
RSM is the sixth largest global audit, tax and consulting
network in the world, providing audit, tax and consulting
services to middle market leaders, globally.

RSM International
We believe in providing our clients with a consistent
service that goes above and beyond their expectations,
wherever they are in the world.

Our clients include recruitment agencies, professional
partnerships, large listed companies, growing
entrepreneurial companies, owner-managed businesses
and high net-worth individuals.

We will support you with our valuable local technical
expertise, combined with our sector-specialist knowledge.
Our network harnesses the commercial insights of senior
professionals around the world.

120

countries

RSM International key figures

43,000
staff

810

offices

$5.74bn
fee income
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Planning and keeping compliant our tax and audit services
Quality tax advice is an integral part of the service we provide to our clients. Our
corporate tax teams provide timely and judicious advice. Day to day, we help our clients
manage their multiple responsibilities to HMRC. We deliver a proactive service which
identifies issues in advance, provides constant support and minimises tax liabilities.
By keeping our clients abreast of changes in the law,
we help them to stay one step ahead.
Key tax issues that you may face are:

• PAYE/National Insurance, VAT and
corporate tax compliance;

Key audit issues:

• income recognition and recoverability – permanent

and temporary business – accrued income, discounts,
rebates and credit notes;

• accounting for and valuation of share options;

• structuring – including international tax planning;

• accruing for commissions and bonuses;

• share options, staff incentive plans, pensions

• disclosure of funding arrangements;

and benefits;

• tax efficient cash extraction;
• auto-enrolment;
• maximising entrepreneurs’ relief;
• alternative business structures;
• managed service company legislation/umbrella
companies/IR35; and

• PSA – staff entertaining.
We work with our clients to ensure they have sufficiently
robust systems, processes and controls in place to
appropriately manage their tax compliance risks. On the
advisory side, we ensure all opportunities are maximised in
terms of tax mitigation and cash flow.
Drawing on our international network, we advise clients
operating in a global marketplace to ensure tax is mitigated
cross border. We also provide a variety of personal tax
services, including inheritance and capital gains tax planning,
which can be relevant to business owners thinking of selling
their business.

• working capital and going concern;
• legal, regulatory and tax compliance; and
• robustness of systems, processes, controls and
governance;

Our audit approach is based on developing an in-depth
understanding of our clients’ businesses. We invest
time getting to know how they work so we can provide a
thorough, efficient and flexible audit.
We use our experience in the sector to benchmark our
clients’ performance and to understand the drivers
behind the numbers they are showing us. Also, we use our
proprietary risk-based audit methodology approach to focus
our work on areas which are most important to our clients.
Our audit team works closely with our other specialist
teams such as corporate finance and tax, to deliver a
seamless service.
And finally, we project manage our audits proactively.
We are responsive and communicative, always keeping
our clients informed and one step ahead of the game.

Changes to off-payroll working - IR35
For the latest information and how we can help,
visit our IR35 hub at www.rsmuk.com/ir35
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Recruitment back office solutions
InTime is cloud-based, back office software that has been specifically designed by RSM
for recruitment agencies. From time sheets and expense management to payroll, billing
and accounting, we provide a flexible, cost effective solution.
Our integration with leading front office CRM, ERP/
accounting systems allows agencies to automatically
synchronise real-time, front end placement data to InTime.
Important back office data can then be presented within
your CRM system, via our InTime summary dashboards
against the placement, client and worker.

• online contract management and compliance - enabling

InTime offers a number of benefits:

• system wide standard reports and a self-service

• eliminating data entry duplication by the real-time
integration of your front and back office;

• streamlining and automating key back office
processing;

tracking of e-documents shared between candidates,
clients and third parties with automated reminders,
acceptance deadlines and AWR compliance;

• a multi-currency and multi-tenancy platform to
support your overseas operations;

timesheet report builder delivered in real-time;

• customised interfaces and email templates to reinforce

your company brand and support your communications
strategy; and

• improving visibility and control for all participants of the

• secure hosting, supported by a comprehensive data

• time and cost savings – from paperless processing to

Cloud-based accounting software

pay, bill and accounting process;
reduced IT infrastructure;

• enhancing service levels for candidates and clients;
• providing a differentiator when pitching for new
business; and

•

scalability – innovative technology suitable for
start-ups to large multinationals.

Core functionality of our system includes:

• multiple methods of timesheet and expense capture
and approval, including online timesheets with email
approval, mobile, paper upload and bulk upload from
third party systems;

• flexible billing options with automated matching of
timesheet and expense documents;

• a range of tools to simplify management and payment

recovery plan.

When combined with our cloud-based accounting
software and reporting portal, we provide a fully integrated
back office solution suitable for any sized agency.
Comprehensive outsourced services
We support our recruitment clients with a full range of
specialised back office services, including outsourced
billing, payroll and accounting, delivered by qualified
experts. You can outsource part or all of your back office
to us, making our scalable solution suitable for any stage
of the agency life cycle.
Pay and Bill service
Our Pay and Bill service, which incorporates InTime, will
deal with your client billing, temp payroll and operations
reporting so you can focus on growing your business.

of your limited company contractors and umbrella
companies;

• self-service web portals for candidates, clients, third
parties and agency departments;

For more information and to book a demo,
please visit: www.rsmuk.com/products/intime
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Growing, merging, acquiring or exiting?
Our corporate finance team can help
Our corporate finance team is a significant force in the mid market providing a full range of services,
with a key focus on the recruitment and human capital sector. From sell side advisory to buy side due
diligence for acquisitive corporates, we have a track record and focus on the issues that matter.
In particular, we are recognised as a leader in ‘vendor’ due
diligence services for the sector.

M&A and private equity
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clients range from private companies to large plcs.
Detailed buyer research and analysis.

Why RSM?

We know and understand the
deal making community.

Packaging and presentation.
Leading negotiations.
Project management.
Transaction tax.

Due diligence
• Financial, taxation, information technology, human

We have around 30 partners
and a further 150 professional
staff nationally, who will
provide a hands-on service,
delivered by senior personnel.

resources and environmental due diligence.

• Advising both buyers and sellers.
Debt advisory
•
•
•
•

Comprehensive range of
services for our corporate
finance clients.

Refinancing.
Recapitalisation.
Growth capital.
Acquisition finance.

Mid market focus - every
transaction is important to us.

Financial modelling and valuations
• Model building, consultancy and review/
analytical evaluation.

• Wide experience of building transaction models
for acquisitions.

• Operational models for divestments and spin offs.

In-depth knowledge of the
market - including buyers for
any disposals and targets for
future acquisitions.

Capital markets
•
•
•
•

Flotations.
Reverse acquisitions.
Secondary fundraising.
Disposals.

Global reach.

RSM and the recruitment sector

Selected recruitment sector
corporate finance credentials

Leathwaite
International Holdings

Northern Recruitment
Group Limited

Monarch Education

Acquirer/ Beechbrook Capital
debt

Acquirer/ Gallago Investment
debt

Acquirer/ Capita
debt

Service

Vendor due diligence

Service

Vendor due diligence

Service

Financial due
diligence

Sector

Recruitment financial services

Sector

Business services recruitment

Sector

Recruitment education

Shorterm

Earthstream

Investigo

Acquirer/ Growth Capital
debt
Partners

Acquirer/ Key Capital Partners
debt

Acquirer/ Investec
debt

Service

Vendor due diligence

Service

Financial and tax
due diligence

Service

Financial and tax
due diligence

Sector

Recruitment engineering

Sector

Recruitment technology and
engineering

Sector

Recruitment
- interim and
permanent

ICG Medical

Parkside Recruitment

Timeplan Education
Graphite Capital

Acquirer/ ICG Medical (demerger
debt
from Arrows Group)

Acquirer/ Antal International
debt

Acquirer/ Empowering
debt
Learning

Service

Vendor due diligence

Service

Financial and tax
due diligence

Service

Sell side advisory

Sector

Recruitment healthcare

Sector

Recruitment temporary and
permanent

Sector

Professional
services - education
recruitment
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Technology and management
consulting services
Our award-winning* technology and management consulting practice delivers
IT strategy, software selection and systems implementation for a broad range
of clients, including the recruitment sector.
Understanding of technology for recruitment

Award-winning

We have an in-depth understanding of evolving
technologies and best practice in digital and traditional
IT services for the recruitment sector. Our expertise
includes:

We are proud to have been recognised by the Financial
Times* as one of the UK’s leading management
consultants in 2019 for our IT strategy, IT implementation
and Finance, risk and compliance services.

•
•
•
•
•
•

digital/IT strategy;

Insights and global reach

software selection;
business improvement
cloud-based CPM solutions, such as Planful;
data analytics platforms, such as Alteryx; and
systems implementation of integrated ERP
solutions such as NetSuite and Microsoft Dynamics
Business Central.

These are underpinned by our specialist project and
business change management skills.

We have a strong track record of delivering digital
transformation for recruitment businesses. Our focus
on the sector allows our clients to draw on our technical
experience and insight gained from working with other
similar businesses.
With firms in 120 countries, RSM is in each of the top 40
major business centres throughout the world. Through
our global reach, we can bring local overseas expertise
to help you achieve operational excellence wherever you
are in the world.

We will be with you at each step of your digital journey

Where do I start
with Digital?

Digital strategy

What technology is
right for my business

Technology selection

Digital
trigger

RSM
solutions
Digital ﬁnance review,
Technology implementation,
Corporate performance
management

Need to move to
digital ﬁnance

processes

Business Improvement
services

RSM and the recruitment sector

Case study
1

2

About the client

Why the company needed help

Our client, a global recruitment
company, has grown to become
one of the world’s best-known
and most respected recruitment
consultancies. With operations in
more than 40 countries, our client
provides recruitment services and
career opportunities on a local,
regional and global level.

With 5,600+ staff working in its 135 offices spread across multiple
continents, harmonising and streamlining our clients finance processes
was a major challenge. Regional variations in working culture, statutory
compliance and legacy technology all presented barriers to change.
In addition, historical offline processing and manual workarounds existed,
which increased back office costs and impeded a holistic view on business
performance.

4

3
Results

Partnering with RSM

With a flexible and scalable global
NetSuite template, our client
has rolled out a single, unified
global finance suite to 4 regions,
covering the entire business.
At the end of the programme,
the entire group manages their
finance functions on NetSuite,
providing a single source of the
truth and real-time visibility of
global business performance.

The client selected us as their partner for the Global Finance System (GFS)
programme, created to simplify the delivery of finance through consistent
global finance processes, enabled by a single global NetSuite solution.
We formed a collaborative team to design, build and deploy the solution
across 4 continents. Having access to experienced NetSuite certified
resources across the global RSM network was critical to the success
of the project

If you are considering an ERP investment, visit RSM’s award winning NetSuite
team at www.rsmuk.com/netsuite to find out how we can help.
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Invoice financing would it work for you?
One of the biggest challenges that recruitment agencies face is cash
flow management. Long payment terms from new clients can cause
real problems, especially if you work with contracting staff who require
payment within seven days of completing their contracted work.
What is invoice financing?
Invoice finance is an effective financing option which can help manage these cash flow gaps. It can
also be used to support buy ins, buy outs and/or acquisitions. It can significantly reduce the time and
effort spent on essential credit control processes, which, if done in-house, takes resource away from
business critical tasks such as winning new work.
With new offerings, innovations and products constantly changing in the funding marketplace, our
specialist team offers free impartial funding advice to secure the right deals for recruitment businesses.
Our specialist invoice finance team provide
support in:

We are different from other invoice finance
advisers because:

• sourcing the appropriate invoice finance

• our service is free and independent and

funding solution, including sourcing lenders
who fund invoices for both temporary and
permanent staff placements;

• reviewing and benchmarking
existing facilities;

• helping to compare and contrast various
offers during the buying process; and

• working with funders and businesses to

find an alternative solution if a relationship
becomes strained or breaks down.

we do not take success commissions
from lenders;

• we enjoy strong relationships with all the key
invoice financiers offering a diverse range of
solutions; and

• we offer national coverage and are happy
to deal on the telephone or face to face
dependent upon your requirements.

RSM and the recruitment sector
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A team to meet your needs
At RSM, we deliver a partner-led service, where our teams really integrate with our
clients. We can also draw on a broad range of specialists when our clients need it.
We believe our strength is in knowing the right people for the right job.

Neil Thomas
Partner, Head of Recruitment Sector
DL + 44 (0)20 8461 8028
M +44 (0)7973 816233
neil.thomas@rsmuk.com
Neil has over 25 years experience of advising mid-market clients and leads our
recruitment sector team.
Working primarily in London and South East, he provides advice and strategic
direction to a portfolio of entrepreneurial businesses, the majority of which are
in the recruitment sector.
His previous experience includes time as the CFO of a rapid growth group within
the sector and so has a genuine commercial understanding of the relevant issues.

Charles Harrington
Associate Director, InTime, RSM Employer Services
M +44 (0)7976 169047
charles.harrington@rsmuk.com
Charles has extensive experience of providing back office systems and
outsourced services to private and public sector clients. Charles’ familiarity
with back office systems has given him a unique insight into the needs and
requirements of his clients.
Specifically, Charles oversees the service line development, account
management and sales of the cloud-based back office software and outsourcing
solutions for the recruitment and staffing sector.
Charles has been responsible for providing cost and efficiency saving solutions to
leading recruitment businesses within the sector for many years.

RSM and the recruitment sector

Claire Spencer
Partner, Corporate Tax
M +44 (0)7764 793822
claire.spencer@rsmuk.com
Claire is a tax partner specialising in international expansion and inward investment,
with specific experience working with clients in the recruitment sector.
Claire spent eight years in industry in senior tax roles which has given her a very
practical, hands-on approach to supporting clients.

Jonathan Wade
Partner, Corporate Finance
M +44 (0)7917 603218
jonathan.wade@rsmuk.com
Jonathan has specialised in due diligence for over 15 years, with a particular focus
on the recruitment sector. He sits on RSM’s recruitment sector group.
Jonathan has worked across a mix of corporate acquisitions (including large
corporates such as Capita plc and Civica to owner managed businesses), venture
capital and private equity buy outs.
Jonathan’s recruitment sector experience includes nGage’s acquisition of GCS,
the buy out of Berkley Group from Rethink, the Team 24, Medicare and Monarch
deals for Capita, the Investec-backed MBO of Investigo, as well as several other
recent private equity recruitment deals.

Matt Haw
Partner, Restructuring Advisory
M +44 (0)7766 167829
matt.haw@rsmuk.com
Matt is a restructuring professional who assists companies and their directors to
understanding the causes of under-performance.
Matt works with all sizes of business from start up to growth phase to maturity.
Matt’s primary objective is to understand his client’s business and operations and
culture and then work with the directors to find a solution that will make a long
lasting difference.
Having over 24 years working in restructuring, Matt has excellent relationships with
secured lenders and asset based lenders.
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Roger Lovis
Partner, Head of Technology and Management Consulting
M +44 (0)7976 855126
roger.lovis@rsmuk.com
Roger is responsible for RSM UK’s Technology and Management Consulting (TMC)
practice. This includes NetSuite and the Microsoft Dynamics suite of products,
including Business Central, Finance and Operations, and Customer Engagement.
Roger is a qualified accountant and uses this experience to understand the
business context for the programmes he leads. He has extensive experience
shaping and leading major ERP and business transformation engagements.
Roger has led major and complex programmes for multi-national businesses.
He specializes in architecting the right approach for these businesses to realise
their objectives in a practical and pragmatic way.

Peter Frayn
Partner, Technology and Management Consulting
DL +44 (0)7968 526231
peter.frayn@rsmuk.com
Peter is a Director in RSM’s technology and management consulting team and
leads RSM UK’s NetSuite practice. Peter has a proven track record in complex
IT transformation programmes in both delivery and assurance roles.
As RSM’s lead solution architect, Peter is involved in shaping the delivery
of some of NetSuite’s largest and most complex projects in EMEA.
Peter has delivered several major global ERP implementations, as project
manager, solution architect and leading functional design streams. Before
joining RSM to focus on NetSuite, he spent 10 years at a big four firm,
delivering global SAP programmes.
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Marc Hadley-Smith
Partner, Technology and Management Consulting
M +44 (0)7725 498276
marc.hadley-smith@rsmuk.com
Marc leads the Microsoft practice within the Technology and Management
Consulting team. He has over 15 years’ experience in business applications and
consulting. His experience with digital transformation has helped small, medium
and enterprise organisations to adopt Microsoft technologies throughout the UK
and globally.
Starting out in the business applications space 15 years ago, Marc’s focus
was centred on user adoption and customer success in deployments of core
finance, ERP and CRM systems across a wide range of industries. This was an
ideal grounding for assisting small and agile as well as complex multi-national
customers at various stages in their digital transformation journey. Most
recently Marc was a Chief Technology Officer of a premier Microsoft partner,
where he successfully contributed to organisational growth and smooth
deployment of the full Microsoft application stack.

Stuart House
Manager, InTime, RSM Employer Services
M +44 (0)7852 124355
stuart.house@rsmuk.com
Stuart is a business development manager with more than seven years’
experience in delivering cloud-based, back office technology and outsourcing to
recruitment businesses.
Stuart is able to identify existing business requirements and providing accurate
solutions. Stuart works closely with prospective clients from the outset, ensuring
expectations are met and managed accordingly.
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Case study
1

2

About the client

Why the company needed help

Our client is an award winning
group providing recruitment
solutions to the technology,
finance and energy sectors
through a variety of trading
companies. The group places
candidates globally and
have executed a rapid global
expansion plan, more than
doubling their turnover over
a three year period.

The group was diversifying and rebranding its service offering by sector,
all of which were expanding domestically and/or overseas. A group
structure was therefore required with effective solutions in place for their
international growth and which would support future growth and
an eventual exit, all of which was successfully achieved.
The company approached RSM as they required support in the following areas:
• Audit and tax compliance
• Statutory accounts
• Directors personal tax
• Tax advisory
• Recruitment back office system / people management system (InTime)
• International solutions

4

3
The broader RSM service

We provided ongoing advice with
respect to readiness to achieve a
successful exit and also brought
our personal tax team to the
owners to help them to structure
their personal tax affairs with
tax efficiency in mind.
A trade sales was achieved
and, due to the strength of our
relationship, we continue to help
the group under new ownership
as well as act for the former
owners in a personal capacity.

RSM’s solution and approach

Whilst pitching for the work, RSM could see the importance of providing
the client with a cohesive service across all the areas in which the client
was looking to improve performance, and the importance of clear client
communications. Added to this was the context of the client’s international
expansion and subsequent exit plans.
RSM provided audit, accounts, tax compliance, tax advisory and InTime
services to the group – all delivered through a single point of contact – the
client service executive (CSE). We layered in our international network where
appropriate, helping the client to plan and execute their international growth
strategy. This included, for example, helping to set up subsidiaries in Europe
and the US and providing ongoing compliance services for their tax and
regulatory obligations, employment tax matters and withholding tax advice.

RSM and the recruitment sector

Testimonials

“

Throughout our relationship with RSM,
they have been great at understanding our
specific business challenges and providing
timely and practical solutions. We are
constantly looking to develop our client and
contractor services and we highly value a
partner who has the same attitude.

“

Grovelands

“

We’ve found that RSM really understand
the issues that affect our sector and are
therefore able to offer relevant advice.
They are easy to work with, provide a
great services and are always looking to
support us, one example being with our
international expansion through their
global network.

“

FD, Staffgroup

“

RSM has clearly demonstrated expertise
in working with clients in the recruitment
sector, which was important to us when
choosing an adviser. We were very
impressed with the tax service RSM
provided for our recent transaction.
We particularly valued the way the
team communicated with us in a direct,
understandable fashion and the nononsense delivery of the tasks required.
We felt reassured throughout the entire
process because RSM was by our side they felt like part of our own team.
CEO from a sector specific recruitment
agency based in London.

“

Using InTime has completely turned around
our processes. We now use the Self Bill
processing, which has really streamlined
our payroll. Also, by having everything
online, we no longer have the need for
paper timesheets, this means no more
filing. This has greatly reduced the time it
takes to run our payroll. We find InTime’s
flexibility around reporting functions and
multiple search facilities allow us to gain any
information we need – quickly.
Quanta Consultancy Services

As a business with an aggressive growth
and exit strategy, we have required
support from advisors that understand
our business and goals and are able to add
value. The RSM team clearly know our
sector and are proactive with advice in
terms of strategy, operations, regulation,
tax and compliance. An added bonus is the
reciprocal business they have generated
for us.
FD, Twenty Recruitment Group

Getting anything done is about building
strong, collaborative relationships. With
RSM, throughout the process, one of the
big successes of the delivery was that it
was built on those deep partnerships that
have been created. The fact that RSM is
internationally present and in multiple
different regions and different countries
is helpful because we’ve seen throughout
the project it’s helpful to lean on that
global network.
Global Recruitment Company
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